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The Theory Challenge Facing Human Resource Development Profession

Richard A. Swanson
University of Minnesota

A theory simply explains what a phenomenon is and how it works (Torraco, 1997). The HRD
profession needs to continue to develop its core theories and to understand that theory building
is a scholarly process. This paper presents three arguments: (1) that the demand for HRD theory
is increasing, (2) that the present available HRD theory has taken us about as far as we can go,
and (3) that what we do is too important to wallow in atheoretical explanations.
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"There is nothing so practical as good theory. "- -Kurt Lewin

Kurt Lewin, the famous early organization development innovator and scholar, presented a profound explanation of
theory apart from popular perceptions. He noted that there is nothing so practical as good theory. This is in contrast
to commonly held thoughts of theory being "half-baked" ideas disconnected from the "real world." A good theory is
something that is thorough and that has been tested both intellectually and in practice. Lewin helps us from
misusing the word "theory."

Importance of Theory

The HRD profession needs to continue to develop its core theories and to understand that theory building is a
scholarly process. Here are a few organizing thoughts about theory. These ideas are important to highlight because
there are those in HRD that do not believe that having HRD theory or clearly specifying the underlying theory of
HRD is essential to the profession (McLean, 1998). An interpretation of this minimal view of theory is that the
profession needs to have an ethical intent and to situationally draw upon as many theories as required in pursuit of
its work. Theory is particularly important to a discipline that is emerging and growing. Sound theory is not
pontificating or forcefully marketing the latest fad. Rhetoric that negates theory, or the promotion of the idea that
theory is disconnected from practice, is an artifact of non-theoretical thinking. Rather, theory in an applied field such
as HRD, is required to be both scholarly in itself and validated in practice, and can be the basis of significant
advances.

Definition of Theory

The following two definitions of theory from HRD scholars capture the essence of theory and the theory
challenge facing our profession:

"A theory simply explains what a phenomenon is and how it works." (Torraco, 1997, p. 115). Torraco's
definition poses the following question: What is HRD and how does it work?

"Theory building is the process or recurring cycle by which coherent descriptions, explanations, and
representations of observed or experienced phenomena are generated, verified, and refined."(Lynham,
2000). Lynham's definition poses the following question: What commitments must individuals, the HRD
profession, and its infrastructure make in order to establish and sustain theory building research in the
HRD profession?

Theory Building Research

The arena of theory building research can be thought of as a never-ending journey for any discipline. Yet, it
is reasonable to assume that there are points in the maturation of an field of study that press theory building research
to the forefront. I contend (1) that the demand for HRD theory is increasing, (2) that our present available theory has
taken us about as far as we can go, and (3) that what we do is too important to wallow in atheoretical explanations.
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Recognizing the Theory Building Journey as Scholarship

When a scholar takes a serious look at the theory building research journey, it is quite intricate. This journey it is
overviewed in a recent article titled 'Theory Building in the HRD Profession'? (Lynham, 2000). Lyman's article is a
useful starting point for those interested in HRD theory building discussions or actual theory building research.

Theory-practice publications such as "Workplace Learning: Debating the Five Critical Questions of Theory
and Practice by Rowden (Ed.) (1996) and "Systems Theory Applied to Human Resource Development' by Gradous
(Ed.) (1989) and have also provided excellent contributions to the theory in HRD. Gradous' (1989) classic monograph
uses systems theory as a springboard for thinking about the theory of HRD and arguments for and against a unifying
theory in HRD. The range of perspectives in the monograph call for focusing on system outputs (being results-
driven versus activity-driven) (Dahl, 1989) to the consideration of the additional theories of field and intervention
theory, theory of work design, critical theory, and human capital theory (Watkins, 1989). The idea of multiple theories
that pay attention to people, organizational viability, along with a systematic and systemic understanding of the
context emerged in this monograph. These ideas emerge in most theoretical debates about HRD.

Serious theory building methodologies (Reynolds,1971; Dubin, 1978; and Cohen, 1991) are challenging.
Even the comparatively simple theory building tools and methods put forward represent significant effort to the
theory builder (e.g. Patterson, 1983; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The HRD profession must allow, respect, and
encourage a full continuum of theory engagement. For example, seemingly elementary investigations into definitions
and documenting the range of ideas within a realm of HRD are fundamentally important theory-building stepping
stones. Examples include "Operational Definitions of Expertise and Competence" (Herling, 2000), "Commonly Held
Theories of Human Resource Development" (Weinberger, 1990), and "An Overview of Organization Development
Definitions" (Egan, 2000). On the philosophical side, an example of theory is "Core Beliefs Underlying the
Profession of Human Resource Development" guona, 1999), a study that investigates the thought and value
systems that permeate the discipline of HRD. Other writings, such as "Philosophical Foundations of HRD Practice"
edited by Ruona and Roth (2000) exposes core values in the field and "Theoretical Assumptions Underlying the
Performance Paradigm of Human Resource Development" by Holton (in-press), pushes to articulate the underlying
assumptions related to one of the major schools of thought in HRD. All add to our understanding of the HRD
phenomenon.

Examples of straightforward theory building efforts on the part of HRD scholars include "Systems Theory
Applied to Human Resource Development" (Jacobs, 1989), "Foundations of Performance Improvement and
Implications for Practice (Swanson, 1999), "A Theory of Intellectual Capital" (Harris, 2000), "A Theory of Knowledge
Management" (Torraco, 2000), and "A Theory of Responsible Leadership for Performance" (Lynham, 2000). Each
one of these cited pieces deserves forums where there is opportunity for additional reflection in an effort to advance
the profession. The behavior of the profession has been to largely overlook the substantive theory work done within
the profession and to outside the profession for theories from related disciplines.

Requirements of a Sound Theory

Critics of HRD have chided the large number of HRD practitioners and commercial HRD products as being
atheoretical (Micklethwait & Wooldridge, 1996; Holton, 1996; Swanson, 1996). Atheoretical means there is no
thorough scholarly or scientific basis for the ideas and products being promoted. Organizations seeking quick or
magical solutions are vulnerable to the exaggerated promises of suppliers. Patterson (1983) has provided a criteria for
assessing the theory that undergirds sound practice. It is as follows: (1) Importance, (2) Preciseness and clarity, (3)
Parsimony and simplicity, (4) Comprehensiveness, (5) Operationality, (6) Empirical validity or verifiability, (7)
Fruitfulness, and (8) Practicality.

Reflective practitioners and scholars need to know about the comp leteness and integrity of ideas they are
being asked to adopt. Certainly, there are always new ideas and those ideas generally deserve to be tried and tested.
The ethical problem arises when unjustified claims are made in an attempt to market these ideas before they are fully
developed and assessed. At minimum, the HRD profession should expect old and new ideas to be put to theoretical
soundness tests such as Patterson's.

Theoretical Constraints Impacting HRD

There is tension in the academic world about the distinction between disciplines and fields of study. The academic
debates around academic "turf' contain a number if issues. First, HRD is a relatively young academic field of study
and is still maturing. Furthermore, the stage of maturation of HRD varies within nations and between nations.
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Second, most academic fields of study are applied (e.g., medicine, engineering, education, business, and
communication) and draw upon multiple theories in articulating their disciplinary base. Also, it is common for
applied disciplines to create specializations that in time come to overshadow their hosts and to break away as
independent disciplines. For example, university departments of adult education and vocational education have
historically supported HRD in the United States. Many HRD programs have become larger than their adult education
and vocational education academic university hosts in the last decade of the 1900s. Another point to recognize is
that most disciplines are rooted in a set of theories and at times those theories are shared by other disciplines.

These academic issues confuse the HRD theory discussion. For example, there are HRD programs hosted in
colleges of the arts, engineering, business, and education that draw upon some aspect of psychological theory.
What slice of psychological theory and for what purpose is what ultimately defines the discipline. For example, HRD
is believed to be committed to learning, helping people improve, and for organizations to improve their performance
these considerations and this suggests focus in choosing and picking core psychological theories for the purpose of
defining the theory of HRD. Thoughtfully identifying core component theories for the articulation of a particular
discipline is essential for advancing its academic status. Furthermore, the blending of the selected core theories for
the purpose of the discipline provides the true distinguishing theoretical base of a discipline.

Take two examples of theories often identified as foundational to HRDsystems and anthropological
theories. Systems theory is not as value-laden as anthropology. Anthropologists are generally committed to not
disturbing or changing the culture it studies. In contrast, systems theory almost always is thinking about
understanding the system and the potential of improving it. Thus, it can be paradoxical to have HRD people espouse
anthropological views with the intent to change the culture. This is a simple illustration of the missing logic that can
occur when theory building is bypassed. Given the nature and purpose of HRD, easy arguments can be made that
systems theory is core to HRD and anthropology is secondary. Anthropology will likely provide situational methods
and tools to be called upon as needed while never being central to the theory and practice of HRD. A second
example within HRD is to look closely at HRD professionals claiming a "whole systems view" (of the world, the
organization, and the people in it) without them having the systems theory and tools to match those claims. It
appears as though the following simpleton strategy is adequate for many of these practitioners in their belief that all
the questions, data, and answers are within the affected people and that putting them into a guided group process is
all that is required to be support sound HRD practice. Such a view would limit group interaction facilitation as "the"
skill of the HRD professional.

Theory of HRD

Presently there is no universal view or agreement on the theory or multiple theories that support HRD as a discipline.
Furthermore, there are limited theory alternatives being visibly proposed in the literature and being debated by the
profession. On one hand some have called for systems theory to serve as a unifying theory for HRD to access all
useful theories as required pradous, 1989; Jacobs, 1989) and on the other hand many have proposed sets of
principles in the forms of comparative lists of added value, products, processes, and expertise (Brethower, 1995) or
challenging the profession to the consider the additional theories of field and intervention theory, theory of work
design, critical theory, and human capital theory (Watkins, 1989).

The alternative to having a sound theoretical and disciplinary base for the HRD profession is the present
state of rudderless random activity aggressively sponsored by atheoretical professional associations and greedy
consultants (Micklethwait & Wooldridge, 1996; Swanson, 1997). This condition celebrates short-term perceptions of
success without having deep understanding or the ability to replicate results. The present dominant thinking in HRD
to call upon the theories or theories required for each situation. This has taken the profession about as far as it can
go. It regularly puts the decision-maker back on the ground floor with little opportunity for maturing theoretical
discussions or advancement.

HRD is being asked to contribute more and to provide reliable results HRD is being viewed as too
important and to central to host organizations to tolerate atheoretical explanations of what it can do for its sponsors.
For this reason, a discrete and logical set of theories as the foundation of HRD has been proposed. It is comprised of
psychological theory, economic theory, and systems theory (Passmore, 1997; Swanson, 1995, 1999; Swanson &
Holton, 2001). Economic theory is recognized as a primary along with its survival metrics at the organizational level;
systems theory recognizes purpose, pieces, and relationships that can maximize or strangle systems and sub-
systems; and psychological theory acknowledges human beings as brokers of productivity along with their cultural
and behavioral nuances. It is believed that these three theories-- more than any others-- make up the theory of HRD,
respond to the realities of practice, and that each is unique, robust, and complimentary to each other. Thus, the
integration of the three theories is at the core of the discipline of HRD and ethics plays an important moderating role.
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Conclusion

If theory just happened as a result of practice, the HRD theory bucket would be overflowing. On the average, HRD
practice does not come close to what we know from sound theory. Systematically filling the HRD theory-practice
void is fundamental to the maturation of the profession and it is the work of both practitioners and scholars. In
conclusion, I contend (1) that the demand for HRD theory is increasing, (2) that our present available theory has
taken us about as far as we can go, and (3) that what we do is too important to wallow in atheoretical explanations.

The purpose of this paper was to present a broad overview of the state of theory and theory building
research in HRD. In doing so, it serves as a preamble for focusing on the theory challenges facing HRD. The
following challenges have been selected for further exploration in the subsequent AHRD symposium:

Metaphors for thinking About HRD Theory
The Challenge of Conducting Theory Building Research
International Challenge to HRD Theory
The Theory Journal Challenge Facing HRD
Issues and Actions Related to the Theory Challenge Facing HRD

Presenters/Panelists

Richard A. Swanson, University of Minnesota (session chair)
Elwood F. Holton , III. Louisiana State University
Susan L. Lynham, Texas A & M University
Wim Nijhof, University of Twente
Richard J. Torraco, Uniyersity of Nebraska
Turnbull, Sharon, Lancaster University
Karen L. Watkins, University of Georgia

Session Description

The HRD profession is actively engaged in discussion focused on the nature of and role of theory in the profession.
This session explores the theory challenge from five unique perspectives and allows participants to actively engage
in analyzing the next steps in the theory challenge facing HRD.

Purpose

The purpose of this symposium is to advance the theory discussion in the HRD scholarly community and to
focus on the specific theory challenges facing the profession.

Goals

The goal of this session is two-fold: (1) to expand the HRD theory interest group within AHRD and (2) to
push the theory challenge facing HRD into an agenda for action. One formal paper is presented that culminates with
the theory challenges addressed by symposium presenters.

Content

The Theory Challenge Facing HRD
Richard A. Swanson, University of Minnesota
"A scholarly perspective on the theory challenge facing HRD.

Metaphors for thinking About HRD Theory
Karen L. Watkins, University of Georgia
"Alternative metaphors for thinking about the theory challenge facing HRD.

The Challenge of Conducting Theory Building Research
Susan L. Lynham, Louisiana State University
"Theory building research methods for meeting the theory challenge facing HRD."

International Challenge to HRD Theory
Wim Nijhof, University o Twente
"International factors impacting the theory challenge facing HRD"
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The Theory Journal Challenge Facing HRD
Elwood F. Holton , III. Louisiana State University
Richard J. Torraco, University of Nebraska

"A theory journal as a means of addressing the theory challenge facing HRD."
Issues and Actions Related to the Theory Challenge Facing HRD

Sharon Turnbull, Lancaster University
"Participant analysis of the next steps in the theory challenge facing HRD."

Format/Style

The format will include: (1) an overview of the innovative session paper (15 minutes), (2) four "perspective"
presentations by a diverse group of leading scholars (15 minutes each; 1-page handouts for each), and (3) a
facilitated group analysis of the theory challenge facing HRD with a summary of issues and actions (90+ minutes).
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